Replacement Concave Boxes

TO: AGCO® Dealers US & CAN
FROM: Parts Marketing
SENT: January 14, 2013
Bulletin #: 121210451
Promo #: 226

For Challenger, Gleaner and Massey Ferguson Combines
Now available—replacement boxes for the four concaves listed below. Your customers
should never be down for long if you outfit them with some replacement concave boxes
when you sell them the whole concave. Or just carry a few in stock!

Tweet about this on my
dealership Twitter site

NEW
for
2013

Comment about this on my
dealership Facebook site

Create in-store display for
this highlighted product

Maximum Thresh Box
Part No.: SBM0540B

Standard Thresh Box
Part No.: SBM0540C

Complete
Concave Part
Numbers

Create Postcard Mailer to
my customers using the
AGCO Parts Counter portal

(A)
Standard

Promote these new products with Press Release

Part No.
SBM0543
(B)
Maximum
Thresh

Minimum Thresh Box
Part No.: SBM0540A

Part No.
SBM0542
(C)
Minimum
Thresh
Part No.
SBM0541

Features:



Same curvature as OEM



Can be used in combination with OEM and Sunnybrook concaves, resulting
in reduced costs



Boxes are replaceable and
reversible, thus providing
double life



Overall weight is reduced
without compromising
strength

(D)
Round
Bar

Round Bar Thresh Box
Part No.: SBM0540D
Electronic Versions of this may be found:
oneAGCO Document Center-> <Your Brand> -> Parts tab -> Parts Marketing Programs.
Ordering Procedures:
AGCO Solutions® On-Line using AGCO Promotional Order Class.
ALWAYS USE PROMO # 226 WHEN PLACING YOUR ORDERS.
AGCO reserves the right to rescind or change this offer at any time.
For more information, contact your Field Parts Manager or Inside Sales Representative.

Part No.
SBM0544

For complete details on these
concaves please see pages
2—3.

NOTE: Concaves were painted in red to
aid in visual representation. Actual color of
concaves will be black.
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Features and Benefits of These New Rotary Box Concaves
The frames are made with the same curvature as OEM. This means they can be used in combination
with both OEM and Sunnybrook concaves. This can save the customer having to buy a complete set to
get the benefit of box concave designs.
Boxes are replaceable and reversible. This gives double life to the boxes and the customer will not have
to replace the heavy duty frames unless they are damaged. This will reduce the cost and improve performance.
Overall weight is reduced without compromising strength. Easier installation.
Concave Box Designs:
(A) Concave Part No. SBM0543. Standard are a box version of the traditional wire design.
Replacement Box Part No.: SBM0540C
(B) Concave Part No. SBM0542. Helical “ Maximum Thresh” boxes have threshing bars perpendicular to
material flow in and axial rotor combine. This means better threshing and less scissoring of straw. Best
results in cereals are achieved with 3 of these concaves being used in positions 2, 3 and 4 (from front).
This threshing method allows the use of a wider rotor/concave clearance saving power and fuel, most
often with a cleaner sample.
Replacement Box Part No.: SBM0540B
(C) Concave Part No. SBM0541. Smooth “Minimum Thresh” offers very little resistance to material flow
and is used as a single concave at the front of the set of 7. Unlike a wire concave with an under slung
filler plate, the minimum thresh box does not pulverize canola pods and straw or split pulses. This relieves a lot of cleaning systems’ workload improving both sample and capacity.
Replacement Box Part No.: SBM0540A
(D) Concave Part No. SBM0544. Round bar concaves give the gentleness needed for large seed crops
but also add separation with shoe load when used in the back few positions of a set of 7.
Replacement Box Part No.: SBM0540D

Combine Models Associated with These New Concaves
Massey Ferguson—8560, 8570, 8780, 8780XP, 9520, 9690, 9695, 9790, 9795
Gleaner—A65, A66, A75, A76, A85, A86
Challenger— 520C, 660, 660B, 670, 670B
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Coming Again in February 2013!

“Buy 4 Concaves for the Price of 3”
Instructions for Ordering On This limited Time Offer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Buy 4 for the price of 3 (Mix-n-Match) Offer Dates: February 4—March 29, 2013
When you buy 4 you only pay the price of 3. When you buy 8 you only pay for 6, etc.
Order as you normally would on Promo 226.
Offer is per order and is not cumulative.
Discounts will not apply to these four parts 4 for the price of 3 promotion, but order value will
contribute to total order discount value for other parts ordered on Promo 226.
Question: What is the turnaround time for the parts ordered?
Answer: Typically, 1—2 weeks once the order is received.

Pay This Offer Forward
AGCO Parts is again making this concave program offer in good faith that you—as a valued AGCO
dealer—will pass this savings to your customer’s and offer them the opportunity to buy 4 for the price of
3. Print advertisements are available on AGCO Parts Counter and on AGCO Parts Pics.
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